**Pooch Café**

What are you dogs doing? We're dumping a bunch of salad into the harbor!

You know, like the Boston Tea Party! When they dumped a bunch of tea into the harbor to protest the taxation of tea!

Well, what are you dogs protesting?

SALAD.

---

**Lio**

---

**Diamond Lil**

It's comfort food season:

EAT ME!

What's your favorite comfort food, Sam?

Macaroni and cheese

But only if it's eaten straight out of the pot it was made in

While using a kitchen towel as a napkin

This is a guy thing, isn't it?

And over a sink, that's important
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Setting the Clocks Back

Time Changes Everything

Across
1. Antiseptic surgery pioneer
2. See 46 Across
3. Baby’s stage
5. Majorette, at times
6. Eat like rats
7. Best of Mort
8. “Nova” nosh
9. Satiric comic Mort
10. Porcine scene
11. Like a ___ the slaughter
12. Impressed utterances
13. Royal-address letters, or the Spruce Goose builder’s initials
14. And nobody else
15. Like tabloid details
16. Seattle forecast
17. In reference to
18. Like tabloid details
19. Like tabloid details
20. Like tabloid details
21. Sonny of ring fame
22. Like tabloid details
23. Like tabloid details
24. Like tabloid details
25. Like tabloid details
26. Like tabloid details
27. Like tabloid details
28. Like tabloid details
29. Like tabloid details
30. Like tabloid details
31. Like tabloid details
32. Like tabloid details
33. Like tabloid details
34. Like tabloid details
35. Like tabloid details
36. Like tabloid details
37. Like tabloid details
38. Like tabloid details
39. Like tabloid details
40. Like tabloid details
41. Like tabloid details
42. Like tabloid details
43. Like tabloid details
44. Like tabloid details
45. Like tabloid details
46. Like tabloid details
47. Like tabloid details
48. Like tabloid details
49. Like tabloid details
50. Like tabloid details
51. Like tabloid details
52. Like tabloid details
53. Like tabloid details
54. Like tabloid details
55. Like tabloid details
56. Like tabloid details
57. Like tabloid details
58. Like tabloid details
59. Like tabloid details
60. Like tabloid details
61. Like tabloid details
62. Like tabloid details
63. Like tabloid details
64. Like tabloid details
65. Like tabloid details
66. Like tabloid details
67. Like tabloid details
68. Like tabloid details
69. Like tabloid details
70. Like tabloid details
71. Like tabloid details
72. Like tabloid details
73. Like tabloid details
74. Like tabloid details
75. Like tabloid details
76. Like tabloid details
77. Like tabloid details
78. Like tabloid details
79. Like tabloid details
80. Like tabloid details
81. Like tabloid details
82. Like tabloid details
83. Like tabloid details
84. Like tabloid details
85. Like tabloid details
86. Like tabloid details
87. Like tabloid details
88. Like tabloid details
89. Like tabloid details
90. Like tabloid details
91. Like tabloid details
92. Like tabloid details
93. Like tabloid details
94. Like tabloid details
95. Like tabloid details
96. Like tabloid details
97. Like tabloid details
98. Like tabloid details
99. Like tabloid details
100. Like tabloid details
101. Like tabloid details
102. Like tabloid details
103. Like tabloid details
104. Like tabloid details
105. Like tabloid details
106. Like tabloid details
107. Like tabloid details
108. Like tabloid details
109. Like tabloid details
110. Like tabloid details
111. Like tabloid details
112. Like tabloid details
113. Like tabloid details
114. Like tabloid details
115. Like tabloid details
116. Like tabloid details
117. Like tabloid details
118. Like tabloid details
119. Like tabloid details
120. Like tabloid details
121. Like tabloid details
122. Like tabloid details
123. Like tabloid details
124. Like tabloid details
125. Like tabloid details

Down
1. Like a ___ the slaughter
2. Where Firenze is
3. Your lottery winnings after taxes?
4. French bean?
5. Benz additive
6. Abernathy or Richardson
7. Part of USNR: abbr.
8. Face ___ (be accountable)
9. Walker of whiskey fame
10. Exercise, Godzilla-style?
11. Thermal or plain paper transmission
12. Thermal or plain paper transmission
13. Thermal or plain paper transmission
14. Thermal or plain paper transmission
15. Thermal or plain paper transmission
16. Thermal or plain paper transmission
17. Thermal or plain paper transmission
18. Thermal or plain paper transmission
19. Thermal or plain paper transmission
20. Thermal or plain paper transmission
21. Thermal or plain paper transmission
22. Thermal or plain paper transmission
23. Thermal or plain paper transmission
24. Thermal or plain paper transmission
25. Thermal or plain paper transmission
26. Thermal or plain paper transmission
27. Thermal or plain paper transmission
28. Thermal or plain paper transmission
29. Thermal or plain paper transmission
30. Thermal or plain paper transmission
31. Thermal or plain paper transmission
32. Thermal or plain paper transmission
33. Thermal or plain paper transmission
34. Thermal or plain paper transmission
35. Thermal or plain paper transmission
36. Thermal or plain paper transmission
37. Thermal or plain paper transmission
38. Thermal or plain paper transmission
39. Thermal or plain paper transmission
40. Thermal or plain paper transmission
41. Thermal or plain paper transmission
42. Thermal or plain paper transmission
43. Thermal or plain paper transmission
44. Thermal or plain paper transmission
45. Thermal or plain paper transmission
46. Thermal or plain paper transmission
47. Thermal or plain paper transmission
48. Thermal or plain paper transmission
49. Thermal or plain paper transmission
50. Thermal or plain paper transmission
51. Thermal or plain paper transmission
52. Thermal or plain paper transmission
53. Thermal or plain paper transmission
54. Thermal or plain paper transmission
55. Thermal or plain paper transmission
56. Thermal or plain paper transmission
57. Thermal or plain paper transmission
58. Thermal or plain paper transmission
59. Thermal or plain paper transmission
60. Thermal or plain paper transmission
61. Thermal or plain paper transmission
62. Thermal or plain paper transmission
63. Thermal or plain paper transmission
64. Thermal or plain paper transmission
65. Thermal or plain paper transmission
66. Thermal or plain paper transmission
67. Thermal or plain paper transmission
68. Thermal or plain paper transmission
69. Thermal or plain paper transmission
70. Thermal or plain paper transmission
71. Thermal or plain paper transmission
72. Thermal or plain paper transmission
73. Thermal or plain paper transmission
74. Thermal or plain paper transmission
75. Thermal or plain paper transmission
76. Thermal or plain paper transmission
77. Thermal or plain paper transmission
78. Thermal or plain paper transmission
79. Thermal or plain paper transmission
80. Thermal or plain paper transmission
81. Thermal or plain paper transmission
82. Thermal or plain paper transmission
83. Thermal or plain paper transmission
84. Thermal or plain paper transmission
85. Thermal or plain paper transmission
86. Thermal or plain paper transmission
87. Thermal or plain paper transmission
88. Thermal or plain paper transmission
89. Thermal or plain paper transmission
90. Thermal or plain paper transmission
91. Thermal or plain paper transmission
92. Thermal or plain paper transmission
93. Thermal or plain paper transmission
94. Thermal or plain paper transmission
95. Thermal or plain paper transmission
96. Thermal or plain paper transmission
97. Thermal or plain paper transmission
98. Thermal or plain paper transmission
99. Thermal or plain paper transmission
100. Thermal or plain paper transmission
101. Fact-finding mission, briefly
102. Bridges
103. End of lunch?
104. Acton, Ellis, or Currer Bell
105. Acton, Ellis, or Currer Bell
106. Polite OK
107. Fat cat in India
108. Jilted
109. End of lunch?
110. Founded: abbr.
111. Impressive degs.
112. Lincolns’ st.
113. Scipio’s sculptures
114. Argonne agreement
115. Nagasaki’s attack
116. Tokyo Rose, ___ Taguri
117. Berlin Rose, ___ Taguri
118. Berlin Rose, ___ Taguri
119. Berlin Rose, ___ Taguri
120. Berlin Rose, ___ Taguri
121. Berlin Rose, ___ Taguri
122. Berlin Rose, ___ Taguri
123. Berlin Rose, ___ Taguri
124. Berlin Rose, ___ Taguri
125. Berlin Rose, ___ Taguri

Word Game

Today’s word: LORGNETTE

(LORGNETTE: lorn-YET: A pair of glasses with a short handle.)

Average mark: 42 words. Time limit: 60 minutes.

Can you find 60 or more words in LORGNETTE?